OWNER’S MANUAL

REFRIGERATOR
Please read carefully the manual instruction and
safety caution before operating your refrigerator
and retain it for future reference.

Руководство пользователя

холодильника
.

FOYDALANUVCHI QO'LLANMASI

SOVUTGICH

Iltimos sovutgichingizni ishlatishingizdan oldin instruksiya qo'llanma va
ehtiyotkorlik choralarini diqqat bilan o'qing va kelajakka saqlab qoling.
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Identification of Parts

Door Freeze Room
(Optional)

Freezer Knob Setting

Masala Box (Optional)

F PCM (Optional)

Dura Chill/R PCM
(Optional)

Freezer
Compartment
Freezer shelf
Double twist Ice Tray

Freezer Door Basket

Ice Bank
Door Switch
Beauty & Care (Optional)

Deodorizer
Salad Box
(Optional)
Refrigerator Temp.
Control knob/Button

Egg Store Shelf
Decor, Duct Door Cooling/
GIDC (Optional)

Refrigerator Shelves
Compartment
Temperature Controller
(Meat/Veg)
Convertible Veg. Box
(Optional)

Door Basket

Humidity Controller
Tray Vegetable

Cell, Fresh Crisper

l
l
l

Due to continuous improvements at LG, specifications of refrigerator are subject to change without prior notice.
If you find out some parts which are not in your unit, the parts are applied to other models.
Except during transportation & maintenance, the shelves must be considered as fixed when in normal use.

ENGLISH

TE
NO
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Important Safety Information

This is the safety alert symbol. It alerts you to safety messages that inform you of hazards that may kill or
hurt you or others or cause damage to the product. All safety messages will be preceded by the safety alert
symbol and the hazard signal word DANGER, WARNING or CAUTION. These words mean:

WARNING

Power supply cord should not be bent or
pressed under heavy object.

power cord
power supply cord.

4

loosen

Do not keep any other electrical appliance
on top and inside of refrigerator such as TV,
Cooler, Temple, Decoration Lighting, Harmful
Chemicals, Cloth Top etc.

in

It may cause explosion or fire.

5

Avoid the heating devices near the refrigerator.

top and inside

It may cause explosion
or fire.

remove the
door gasket
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When you want to dispose the refrigerator,
contact to the down-block office.
When you want to dispose
the large living waste such
as electric home appliance
and furniture, you should
better contact the local
down-block ofﬁce.

Customer Care
Centre

Do not use mechanical devices or other
means to accelerate the defrosting process,
other than those recommended by the
manufacturer.

This appliance is not intended for use by
persons (including children) with reduced
physical, sensory or mental capabilities,
or lack of experience and knowledge, unless
they have been given supervision or
instruction concerning use of the appliance
by a person responsible for their safety.

Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.

Children should be supervised to ensure that
they do not play with the appliance.
Do not use electrical appliances inside the
food storage compartments of the appliance,
unless they are of the type recommended by
the manufacturer.

If the supply cord is damaged, it
must be replaced by the manufacturer, its
service agent or similarly qualified persons
in order to avoid a hazard.

This appliance is intended to be used in
household and similar applications such as
– staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and
other working environment;
– farm houses and by clients in hotels, motels
and other residential type environment;
– bed and breakfast type environment;
– catering and similar non-retail applications.

Keep the ventilation openings, in the
appliance enclosure or in the built - in
structure, clear of obstruction.

Do not store explosive substances
such as aerosol cans with a flammable
propellant in this appliance.
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CAUTION
Violating this direction may cause injury or damage house or furniture. Please always be careful.

Do not put Glass bottle in the freezer.

It may cause death of that
living animal.

Because opening or closing the door of the
refrigerator may cause injury to the person
around it. Please be careful.

Carry the refrigerator from bottom of
the front and the top of the rear.

Always remove Gasket when discarding
Refrigerator.
As marked for 2 Star Section, only store
Item which need temperature or minimum
-12 deg. C of warmer temperature.

Installation
Refrigerator should be
located properly in ventilated
area.

30cm
10

30cm
30cm

Levelling of refrigerator should be
done with front leg. Refrigerator
should be levelled with front to back
inclination for base.
Front Leg

Do not install refrigerator where the front surface area is higher than back surface area by 2 deg.
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Features
Deodorizer
By using a catalyst, deodorizing performance is guaranteed.
bad odour molecule

Unpleasant odour of food in fresh food
compartment is deodorized with no harm to
you and the food.

How to use
• As Deodorizer is located in cooling air path for circulating air in fresh food compartment, there is no need
for any handling.

• Do not prick the cooling air inlet with a sharp tip because Deodorizer may be damaged.
• When storing food with a strong odour, wrap it or store it in a container with a lid because odour may be
passed on to other foods.

Re-Using of Deodorizer
• Keep distance as odour is strong,
Deodorizer can be revived and re-used.

• Separate Deodorizer in ceiling of refrigerator
compartment, using hair drier to remove
moisture or odour and oxidize under sunlight
to decomposing odour by ultraviolet.

• Don't try to remove the deodorizer cover, as you may break the catalyst.

Green Ion Door Cooling (Optional)
Cool air vent is placed on the refrigerator door to provide cool
air to the Door Shelves.

If foreign substances enter the cool air vent while cleaning, efficiency will be lowered. In addition, if gasket is
damaged, efficiency may be lowered due to the escape of cool air. So care should be taken during cleaning.
The green catechin deodorizer purifies the air and helps stored foods remain fresh longer.

For better effectiveness deodorizer is placed on return path of air in Refrigerator Compartment.
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Beauty and Care (Optional)
It is placed in the refrigerator compartment and can be
used for storing medicines and cosmetics.
Only those medicines which are supposed to be stored
in refrigerator.

Door Alarm (Optional)
When the door of refrigerator is opened for 1 minute, an alarm
will sound.

Egg-cum-Ice Tray
It is used for storing the eggs. It can also be used for making the ice.

Dura Chill (Optional)
Keeps your items cooler even when there is power off condition
in freezer compartment.

Pull Out Tray (Optional)
Pull out tray is placed in refrigerator compartment
to store chopped raw vegetables & salad & keeps them fresh for
longer duration.
Pull Out Tray

Cell Fresh Crisper
It keeps your vegetables fresh by holding moisture & prevents them from getting rotten.

Absorb
moisture

Release
moisture

Overly
humid

Humid
deficiency
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Convertible Vegetable Box (Optional)
When the door is opened, the warmer air can't incluence in the fresh zone.
So you can store food more fresh in it.
Inserted convertible room must be placed at its position. If drawer is
opened, it can't perform the role.
Position of the knob to be adjusted as per type of food to be stored.

HIGH

TEMP. CONTROL

Less cooling in box for Veg / Fruits.

LOW
High cooling in box for Fish / Meat / Dairy.

Humidity Controller
Humidity Controller is for controlling the humidity inside the vegetable box.

Humidity
Controller

OPERATIONS
STARTING
When your refrigerator first time installed, allow 24 hours for the temperature to stabilize prior to filling it with
fresh or frozen foods.

POWER CUT EVERCOOL (OPTIONAL)
Power Cut Ever Cool is a unique cooling retention function
which retain temperature of freezer and refrigerator
compartment during the power cut off condition.
This function is a patented technology of LG Electronics.

TM

CAUTION
During "Power Cut EverCool" functioning, dew formation may happen on the inner walls of the refrigerator.
This is a normal phenomena and will not harm the product functioning in anyway.
When the Power will resume, the dew on the inner walls will be automatically removed.
Incase, excess dew is formed. Please remove the same with the help of a soft cloth.
During Power ON/OFF, Valve gets activated and will make a one time sound.
• Do not open the valve cover.
• Do not disassemble the PCM tank (mounted on the top side) in freezer compartment.
• When your refrigerator is first time installed, allow 24 hours for the temperature to stabilize prior to filling
it with fresh or frozen foods. In the event of power cut after stabilization. It must be powered for at least
8 hours after power cut to have the maximum cool air retention capability.

Important point for Better performance of Evercool
1. Evercool performance may be deteriorated if the PCM is not freezed properly.
2. In order to maintain Evercool Performance, Don't keep Freezer & Refrigerator knob at warm setting
(Freezer 1, Refrigerator 1, 2).
3. Use Seasonal recommended knob setting.
4. Do not open the Door frequently during Power cut off to maintain long time retention (Cooling effect).
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Identification of Control
Model
with 1 to 4

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

'1'
FOR LESS COOLING
'2'
NORMAL COOLING
FOR MORE COOLING
'4’
Best Performance For All Seasons
- Set Knob at '2'

Refrigerator and Freezer Compartment
Temperature is controlled by Refrigerator
Temperature Control Knob and Freezer Control
Knob respectively.

Dots on freezer knob can be used for testing
and to control the temperature.

FREEZER KNOB SETTING

Initially set the Refrigerator Temperature Control
Medium/Normal and the Freezer Temperature Control
at Normal.

Leave it operating for 8 hours to stabilize.

REFRIGERATOR TEMPERATURE CONTROL KNOB

CONTROL
EFFECTS
For better use : Please follow the instructions given in the sticker on your product.

Best Performance For All
Seasons Set Knob at '4'

Operating Procedure
DEFROSTING
Defrosting takes place automatically.
The defrosted water flows down to the evaporating tray which is located in the lower back
side of the refrigerator and is evaporated automatically.

SUPER COOLING
In refrigerator compartment coldest setting in Refrigerator Knob is used for super cooling.

LOCKING / UNLOCKING

Press & turn the lock
with key for locking/
unlocking
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Identification of Control (with button)
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
(with Display Button)
Refrigerator and Freezer Compartment
Temperature is controlled by Refrigerator
Temperature Control display button and
Freezer Control Knob respectively.

Model
with 1 to 4
'1'
FOR LESS COOLING
'3'
NORMAL COOLING
FOR MORE COOLING
'4’
Best Performance For All Seasons
- Set Knob at '3'

Model
with 1 to 3
'1'
'3'

FOR LESS COOLING
NORMAL COOLING

Best Performance For All Seasons
- Set Knob at '3'

Dots on freezer knob can be used for
testing and to control the temperature.

Dots and star on freezer knob can be used
for testing and to control the temperature.

FREEZER KNOB SETTING

Initially set the Refrigerator Temperature Control Display at
‘4’ level and the Freezer Temperature Control at Normal.

REFRIGERATOR TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
SUPERCHILL

Leave it operating for 8 or 12* (Evercool model) hours to stabilize.

REF TEMP

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

LED ON

CONTROL EFFECTS

LED OFF

For better use : Please follow the instructions given in the
sticker on your product.

OPERATION (with button)
CONTROLS FOR REFRIGERATOR COMPARTMENT
Method of Operation
The temperature of Refrigeration Room is automatically controlled by software.
Pressing the arrow key sets the temperature, designated to a selected notch .

SUPERCHILL
REF TEMP

Operation Indicator
Each time the temperature button is pressed, the LED glows in sequence shown
and the temperature is selected accordingly by the software. And if no more
pressure detected for 10 seconds, then the selected temperature is applied to
system (Comp. ON / OFF control).

MEMORY BACK-UP
In case of power failure, your refrigerator will keep previous setting in memory
and as soon as the power ON, your last refrigerator settings will be restored.

Level

Display

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Cold

Coldest
(

SUPERCHILL
If the SUPERCHILL button is pressed SUPERCHILL feature is activated.

: ON,

: OFF)

SUPERCHILL
REF TEMP

Disposal of Your Old Appliance
1. When this crossed-out wheeled bin symbol is attached to a product it means,
the product is covered by the European Directive 2002/96/EC.
2. All electrical & electronics products should be disposed off separately from
the municipal waste stream via designated collection facilities appointed by
the government of local authorities.
3. The correct disposal of your old appliance will help prevent potential negative
consequences for the environment and human health.
4. For more detailed information about disposal of your old appliance, please
contact your city office, waste disposal service or the shop where you purchased
the product.
5. This product contains fluorinated greenhouse gases covered by the Kyoto Protocol.
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ICE MAKING
Double Twist Ice Tray
To make ice cubes, fill the ice tray with water and insert in its position.
To remove ice cubes, hold the lever of the tray and turn
gently. Then, ice cubes drop into the ice cube box.
Fill the water upto water level mark in the ice tray.

Instruction for Bank Ice
Use Bank Ice Only To Store Ice Cubes. Do not Make Ice In It, As It May Break.

LED Replacement
This product applies LED Lamp which can not be replaced by the user. Please contact authorized
service centre for the lamp replacement.

Suggestions on Food Storage
When storing the food, cover it with vinyl wrap or store in a container
with a lid. This prevents moisture from evaporating and helps food to
keep its taste and nutrients.

Don't keep hot milk or hot food in your refrigerator. This will result
in an increased temperature and increase in power consumption.

Never overload your refrigerator or cover the shelves with paper or
plastic sheets as it will reduce its efficiency.

Do not open the door frequently. Opening the door lets warm air enter the refrigerator,
and cause temperature to rise.
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Close the door properly, make sure that there is no gap between the gasket and
the cabinet of your LG refrigerator.

Wipe excessive moisture on food or place it inside containers or plastic bags.
This will help in retaining its freshness for a longer period of time.

Do not store food which goes bad easily at low temperatures. Such as bananas,
pineapples, etc.

Do not store glass bottles in the freezer compartment - they may break when frozen.

Loading for Freezing - It is recommended to load newly introduced foods
on the following position for freezing.

Avoid placing moist food on deep interior refrigerator shelves. It could freeze
upon direct contact with chilled air. To avoid this it is better to store food in the
covered container.

It is desirable to store moist food (especially vegetable and fruit) in the vegetable storage compartment. If it
is necessary to store on a shelf of the refrigerator, put it close to the door
away from the back wall of the refrigerator to avoid being frozen by the
cool circulating in the refrigerator.
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When storing eggs in their storage tray, ensure that they are fresh, and
always store them in a upright position, which keeps them fresh longer.

Feel free to call your LG Customer Information Centre (CIC) / Branch / LG Representative in case your
refrigerator has suffered a damage in transit.

It is recommended to use Voltage Stabilizer (0.5kVA) if power fluctuations are frequent and out of
specified voltage range (100-290V)**, Stabilizer usage increases the refrigerator life.

Suggestions
Cleaning
Cleaning of Interior Parts is recommended. Wash all compartments with a mild
baking soda solution, then rinse and dry the compartment. Use a lukewarm
solution of mild soap or detergent to clean the exterior finish of your refrigerator.
Wipe with a clean, damp cloth and then dry.

During Vacations
During average length vacations, you will probably find it best to leave the refrigerator
in operation. Place freezable items in freezer for longer life. When you plan to be away
for an extended period, remove all food, disconnect the power cord, clean the interior
thoroughly, and leave each door OPEN to prevent odour formation. To operate again,
let the refrigerator run for 6-8 hrs. for stabilization.

Shifting
While shifting the refrigerator, four people should carry it for its safety. Fasten the
door with tape or lock to prevent opening of the refrigerator.
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Before Calling for Service
Check for yourself
Type of Complaint

Probable Cause

Remedy

1. Refrigerator does
not work.

House fuse blown

Call an electrician and get it corrected.

Power Supply Off.

Check that the refrigerator main supply plug is connected to the wall socket and
that the supply is ON. Check that the fuse is intact in the supply line.

Stabilizer not working
properly

Please plug power cord of refrigerator directly in the wall socket and then check,
if it works then get the stabilizer checked by Stabilizer Repairing Centre.

2. Refrigerator
attempts to start, but
does not operate.

Low Voltage.

Install a line-correcting transformer in the mains, or a Voltage Stabilizer.

3. Refrigerator compartment
- Low Cooling

Restriction of cold
air circulation.

Provide space in between the dishes. If the shelves are covered with cloth or
polythene, remove it.

Improper thermostat
Set the Refrigerator Temp. Control Knob to colder (Maximum 5 ~7) position.
setting of Freezer
Freezer Temperature Control Knob to be adjusted accordingly.
Temp.erature Control /
Refrigerator Temperature
Control.
Entry of hot air.

Opening and closing of the doors too often will result in hot air from outside rushing
into the refrigerator causing the temperature to go up. Reduce the frequency of
opening of the doors.

Storing hot foods.

Avoid storing hot foods in the refrigerator, cool them to room temperature before
placing them inside the refrigerator.

4. Formation of water
drops on exterior
of refrigerator.

High humidity during
monsoon season.

During the monsoon, when the humidity in the atmosphere reaches around 90%
water droplets may form around the sides of the refrigerator cabinet, especially the
top portion. This moisture should be wiped off periodically. Contact our serviceman
to check the door seal or proper and uniform contact with the cabinet.

5. Refrigerator Compartment — Overcooling

Incorrect setting of
Lower the setting (1~3) of Refrigerator Temperature Control Knob to make the Refrigerator
Refrigerator Temperature Compartment warmer.
Control Knob.

6. Smell

Improper covering
and wrapping of food.

Wrap and cover food stuffs properly. Place caps on bottles and other liquid stores.

7. Difficulty in formation
of ice and ice-cream.

Incorrect setting
of Freezer Temperature
Control Knob.

For faster Ice & Ice-cream formation adjust the Freezer Temperature

Bowls used

Use Ice trays for ice making.

Normal cut-off/cut-in
noise

Whenever refrigerator starts & stop there is noise of Thermostat cut-off/ cut-in &
Compressor start/stop. This is a normal phenomenon.

8. Noise
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Обозначение детали

Настройка регулятора
морозильной камеры

Decor,

RUSSIAN

Контейнер для хранения свежих
фруктов и овощей

3

Не нужно изгибать шнур питания или
зажимать тяжелыми предметами.

Не удлиняйте или изменяйте длину
шнур питания.

4

Не используйте шнур питания или
вилку, если они повреждены
или розетку, где разболтались
отверстия.

Не храните в холодильнике лекарства и
химические вещества

5

Избегайте расположения нагревательных
приборов возле холодильника.

При утилизации холодильника
удалите уплотнитель
из двери.

6

7

Всегда соблюдайте меры безопасности

Всегда извлекайте уплотнитель при утилизации
холодильника.
Обозначение для секции с 2 звездочками.
Используйте только для продуктов, которые
следует хранить при температуре не ниже -12 °C
или при более высокой температуре

30cm
10

30cm
30cm
Front Leg

8

9

Выдвижной поддон

Salad Box + Movable Tray

10

HIGH

TEMP. CONTROL

LOW

ЭКСПЛУАТАЦИЯ
НАЧАЛО РАБОТЫ

Когда вы впервые устанавливаете ваш холодильник, не наполняйте его свежими и
замороженными продуктами в течение 24 часов, пока стабилизируется температура.

TM

осторожность

Когда вы впервые устанавливаете ваш холодильник, не наполняйте его свежими и
замороженными продуктами в течение 24 часов, пока стабилизируется температура.
В случае отключения питания после стабилизации, он должен проработать, по крайней
мере, 8 часов, чтобы обеспечить сохранение воздуха холодным.
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4

'1'
'2'
'4’
2
Точечные элементы, расположенные на ручке
морозильной камеры, можно использовать для
проверки и контроля температуры.

Настройка регулятора морозильной камеры

4

Нажмите и проверните
замок для закрытия /открытия

12

4

3

'1'
'3'
'4’

'1'
'3'

3

3

Точечные элементы, расположенные
на ручке морозильной камеры, можно
использовать для проверки и контроля
температуры.

Точки и звездочка на регуляторе морозильной
камеры можно использовать для проверки и
настройки температуры.

Настройка регулятора морозильной
камеры

регулятор температуры холодильника

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Comp.

(
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:

:

)

Не замораживайте в ней кубики льда, поскольку это может привести к ее поломке

14

Не храните стеклянные бутылки в морозильном отделении

15

Чтобы обеспечить безопасность при перемещении холодильника, эту
операцию должны выполнять четыре человека
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Для быстрого приготовления льда и мороженого
установите регулятор контроля температуры
морозильной камеры.

Допустимый уровень шума
при выключении /
включении
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Bo'linma tavsifi

Muzlatgich termostatini
sozlash

To'rli sabsavot saqlash bo'linmasi

l
l

UZBEK

l

3

Elektr ta'minot shnuri bukilishi
yoki og'ir ob'ekt tomonidan siqilib
qolmasligi kerak.

Elektr ta'minoti shnurining uzunligini
uzaytirmang yoki o'zgartirmang.

4

Agar elektr ta'minoti
shnuri yoki shteker
shikastlangan yoki rozetkaning kirish
teshiklari bo'shashgan bo'lsa, u holda
ulardan foydalanmang.

Dori mahsulotlarini yoki
o'qish materiallarini
muzlatgich ichida
saqlamang

5

Muzlatgichga yaqin joyda isitish
qurilmalarini qo'ymang.

Muzlatgichdan foydalanish
uchun eshikdagi eshik
qistirmasini oling.

6

7

EHTIYOT BO’LING
Iltimos, har doim ehtiyot bo'ling.

Muzlatgichni utilizatsiya
qilayotganingizda, har doim
Prokladkani chiqarib oling.
Faqatgina -12 C yoki undan iliqroq
haroratda bo'lishi lozim bo'lgan
Do'kon elementlarigina 2 Yulduzchali
bo'linma sifatida belgilanadi

30cm
10

30cm
30cm

8

9

Chiqariladigan lotok

10

ISHLATISH
ISHLASHNI BOSHLASH
Sizning muzlatgichingiz birinchi bor yoqilganda, unga yangi yoki muzlangan oziq-ovqat solishdan avval,
haroratni 24 soat ichida stabillashini kuting.

Sizning muzlatgichingiz birinchi bor yoqilganda, unga yangi yoki muzlangan oziq-ovqat
solishdan avval, haroratni 24 soat ichida stabillashini kuting. Harorat stabillashgandan so'ng,
agar quvvat o'chib qolsa, quvvat qayta paydo bo'lgandan so'ng, uning ichida maksimal sovuq
harorat shaklllanishi uchun, uni 8 soat davomida ishlating.

11

Muzlatgich termostatini sozlash

Qulflash/qulfni ochish
uchun Qulfni kalit bilan
bosing va burang

12

3
3

3
4
3

Sovitish va Muzlatgich bo'limining
harorati Sovitish harorat boshqargich
display tugmasi va Muzlatgich
nazorat tugmasi orqali boshqariladi.

Muzlatgich tugmalaridagi nuqtalar
sinov uchun va haroratni boshqarish
uchun ishlatilishi mumkin.

3

Muzlatish kamerasi dastasidagi nuqtalar
va yulduzchadan tekshirish va haroratni
boshqarish uchun foydalanish mumkin.

Muzlatgich termostatini sozlash

(

13

:O'CHIRISH

: YOQISH)

Uni muzlatmang, chunki u buzilishi mumkin.

14

Shishali idishlarni muzxonada saqlamang

15

Muzlatgich joylashuvini o'zgartirishda xavfsiz ko'chirish uchun uni 4 ta odam
ko'tarishi lozim. Sovutgich ochilib ketmasligi uchun eshikni yopishqoq lenta
yoki gulf bilan himoyalang.
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Normal o'chish/yonish ovozi
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